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Summary

Everyone can sense the pressure during project execution. All the more so when it is a complex project which has to deliver on many levels. Many consecutive or even parallel sprints and increments result in a sequence of intermediate releases and installations. The majority of the activities involved in the release and deployment process require coordinative support for all the disciplines to get the job done. The Honeycomb Deployment Process Manager (or Honeycomb for short) provides the tools to achieve this. It provides simplicity and process consistency.

Manual execution of the activities leading to a deployment can be time-consuming, complex and prone to errors. Honeycomb is a web based application suite which enables project members — modelers, testers, application administrators, and so on — to cooperate seamlessly. Honeycomb offers the following functions:

- Automatically deploy Be Informed projects
- On-demand micro & macro Be Informed deployments
- Functional Release & Build information
- Detailed DTAP environment information

Honeycomb’s ergonomic web interface allows you to manage the consistency in the technical layers of even the largest Be Informed environments, with many people involved, throughout the entire life-cycle of the project.

Honeycomb manages end-to-end processing, from compiling the build to starting up the changed environment and informing the project members of the updated environment.
Managing the deployment process

A Be Informed deployment contains configuration items of many different types: BIXML-files containing models, configuration files, static items, database scripts, data sources, binaries, WARs, JARs, EARs and so on.

During the execution of a Be Informed deployment process, complex dependencies arise. Many different people have to be stand-by: DBA, system administrators, technical administrators and even modelers and developers may be required to intervene when something unexpected occurs. Due to the separation of roles and responsibilities, everyone only has a partial understanding of the situation.

With Honeycomb, this partial understanding is turned into one holistic overview that combines information from all the different contributors. It provides different kinds of management reporting so that every question can be answered right away. Honeycomb can be configured to apply changes in all required areas, and execute predefined pre- and post-commands.

Integrating Be Informed in the environment

Honeycomb integrates seamlessly with Team Repository — the Be Informed repository and versioning tool for artifacts created in Studio — and is 100% compatible with both Be Informed 3.x and Be Informed 4.x.

Based on this integration, Honeycomb combines detailed information from Team Repository with detailed information about the structure of the DTAP-environment: databases, identity providers, SSO-solutions, and so on. It monitors which variant of which version of which
component runs in which part of the environment, on-site and off-site. It makes sure the correct business rules are executed out whenever a change is made.

**Build comparing**

Honeycomb enables you to compare builds and to understand the differences between them. Once changes are understood, it is easy to solve problems whenever they arise. Patches can be created and managed.

**Script & config file repository**

Honeycomb has its own script & config file repository. It uses the interpreters and shells available on the destination systems where the scripts are run (MS Windows command prompt, bash, sh), so there is no need to learn new scripting languages.

The script repository is used to make scripts available for one or more environments and execute it for these. For instance, a "start application server" script can often be reused across environments.

Configuration files can be added freely, like "server-properties.xml", "login-config.xml", and so on. Also, Honeycomb has its own variable substitution system, which will assign all variables using an intuitive inheritance scheme. Each variable can be set at the environment level, the instance level, or both where the most restrictive variable assignment is done by the combination of environment and instance.
Scheduling

Honeycomb allows its users to schedule build creation, patch creation, and even the eventual deployment on a selected environment.

The schedule “create build” allows one to plan a “build” at a future point in time, to make it available to others. When the task is executed, it will create the build automatically and make it available for deployment in other environments.

Monitoring and signaling

Honeycomb automatically monitors all environments and provides detailed reports on their availability.

Once can choose to disable monitoring of an environment by disabling the monitoring for that specific instance.

Should an environment unexpectedly be unavailable, Honeycomb can be configured to send an alarm signal automatically.

Application architecture

Honeycomb is architected using the following components:

- Honeycomb Database
- Honeycomb Server
- Honeycomb Agent

The Honeycomb database is based on the Oracle XE Edition, which is free to use and distribute.

The Honeycomb Server is a Java based server. It listens for events generated by Java agents using RMI.

The Honeycomb Agent is a remote client connecting to the server. It uses two way communication when applying changes to the system.
Open Source

Honeycomb is the result of years of experience and lessons-learned in large Be Informed implementation projects. Now, Taxonic shares this tool-set with the world, free of charge, through the Open Source licensing model. Among the benefits this offers to your organization are the following:

- Fully customizable, when necessary even at the source code level
- Openness and transparency
- No licensing costs

What the CTO says:

“The Honeycomb Deployment Process Manager is a valuable Open Source tool. I highly recommend using tools like these in large-scale Be Informed projects for managing the release and deployment process.”

—Jan Verbeek, CTO at Be Informed
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